
Halloween 

treat hunt 2020

October 24 and 26-30, 3-6 pm

F R I E N D S  O F  W A L G R O V E

Walgrove Elementary - Start at the place where digital announcements are

made and look there for your first clue displayed, which will take you to treat

stop #1. 

3473 Redwood (Madjid/Cramer family) - Just a short walk from Walgrove, you'll

find a creepy blue house under a giant spooky tree. Look for a much smaller,

creepier gingerbread house under a giant spooky bat, by the light of the orange

lights. There you will find a numerical clue. Use it to "unlock" the secrets of the

dead in the coffin below.

3617 Rosewood (Margeson family) - Roll open the gate, enter if you dare. Creep

onto the lawn and don’t get scared. Beyond the zombie graves, between the two

chairs, check under the spider webs and find treasure there.

2133 Louella (Kalaitzidis family) - Under the smell of lemon flowers, someone

died in the spooky hours. But don’t drink from the witches brew because in there

you’ll find the next big clue. 

1234 Palms (Jackson family) - choose your own adventure (but only one!) 

Path 1 (fun) - follow the pumpkins to the guardian of the trees where you will

find yourself a couple of treats. Choose 2 treats. 

Path 2 (spooky) - follow the spiders and walk this path with fear, for at the end

Bob will have a treat for you near. Choose 1 treat. 

1221 Palms (Barto Family) - Yes! You will find treasure here too. Look for the one

who says Boo! Where they used to have feet, you’ll find your treat.

Mitchells Little Market (1915 Penmar) - Show Mr. Woo your map (printed or

digital) and you will get your final treat!

Clues
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.
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Follow all LA County COVID-19 guidelines 

Wear costumes and bring a goodie bag to collect your treats!

Please take only 2 treats per stop, unless otherwise noted. Parents:

please help to enforce so we have enough treats for everyone. 

The final stop closes around 6:30 pm so please plan accordingly

since you'll need about 1 hour to complete the full hunt. You will need

to wear a face covering in the market and only one family can enter

the market at a time. 

Tips and Tricks
1.

2.

3.

4.

Route Map (7 stops in all, click link to follow on Google maps):

https://goo.gl/maps/YQ3xkSVqF1aCs6DV6

